We introduce Phen-Gen, a method that combines patients' disease symptoms and sequencing data with prior domain knowledge to identify the causative genes for rare disorders. Simulations revealed that the causal variant was ranked first in 88% of cases when it was a coding variant—a 52% advantage over a genotype-only approach—and Phen-Gen outperformed other existing prediction methods by 13–58%. If disease etiology was unknown, the causal variant was assigned the top rank in 71% of simulations. Phen-Gen is available at http://phen-gen.org/.
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Supplementary information

Supplementary Figures
1. Supplementary Figure 1: Overall workflow. (141 KB)
Patient disease symptoms are matched against known disorders and the probability of a symptomatic match is assigned to genes implicated for the respective disorder. These probabilities are permeated to known gene associates using a random walk with restart on the interaction network. In parallel the patient’s sequencing data is analyzed and the damaging impact of each variant estimated and pooled within genes. These two predictions are combined to implicate the gene(s) involved.

2. Supplementary Figure 2: Distribution of SIFT and PolyPhen-2 scores for damaging and benign nonsynonymous mutations. (231 KB)
The distribution of SIFT and PolyPhen-2 scores for HGMD-reported damaging nonsynonymous mutations and neutral nonsynonymous fixed substitutions inferred from human-chimp alignment are shown. The plots indicate general agreement between the two methods.

3. Supplementary Figure 3: Deleteriousness predictions around splice site. (77 KB)
The figure depicts the probability of deleteriousness around donor and acceptor sites for splice site mutations.

4. Supplementary Figure 4: Probability of deleteriousness using the genomic predictor. (154 KB)
The figure illustrates the predicted deleteriousness of different combination of five annotations: GERP++ (G), PhyloP (P), near-genic (N), transcription factor binding sites (T), and DNase hypersensitive sites (D). The predictions are binned according to the number of annotations (shown on the x-axis). Each bin is further canonically sorted based on the fore mentioned order of annotations.

5. Supplementary Figure 5: Confidence intervals for positive and benign mutation set combinations. (283 KB)
The 90% confidence intervals of different combination of genomic annotations are shown. The order from Supplementary Figure 4 is maintained. With the four sub-figures representing combinations of the two positive sets (HGMD and GWAS) and the two neutral sets (common variation in dbSNP and Complete Genomics MAF>0.30), respectively.

6. Supplementary Figure 6: Histograms of the null distribution of deleteriousness of genes. (201 KB)
The top 1 percentile of damaging variants in each gene is shown. The histogram of this null distribution cutoff for all genes under dominant and recessive inheritance pattern for coding and genomic predictors is shown. Most genes do not harbor any putative damaging variants and hence the distributions are dominated by the left most bar; which has been truncated for better visual representation.
7. Supplementary Figure 7: Performance of variant predictors. (101 KB)
   The distribution of damaging probabilities assigned to different classes of HGMD variants is shown. The top three panels employ the coding predictor. A genomic predictor was used for the bottom panel and applied to noncoding regulatory variants. The histograms depict the distribution of the scored variants. The pie charts on the right explicate the distribution of omitted and predicted variants in each category. Common variants (white) were observed in 1000 Genomes, ESP, or dbSNP with MAF 0.01. Commonly mutated genes indicate that the variants failed to exceed the null distribution of the respective gene (light green). Missed indicates that the variant eluded our regions of interest (dark blue).

8. Supplementary Figure 8: Prediction of heterozygous variants. (143 KB)
   The figure depicts how compound heterozygous variants are evaluated. When both damaging variants reside within the coding region, the coding predictor is used to estimate the damaging impact of these variants. In cases when one or both variants lay outside the exon boundaries, both variants are evaluated using the genomic predictor.

9. Supplementary Figure 9: Phen-Gen and VAAST comparison for phenotypically heterogeneous disorders. (109 KB)
   The comparison of Phen-Gen and VAAST in simulations using 44 phenotypically heterogeneous disorders and nonsynonymous mutations in HGMD is shown. In both panels the ability of both methods to narrow down the true gene search within 1, 5 and 10 genes is depicted. For Phen-Gen, the bar is split into the predictive power based on genotypic prediction and the added advantage gained from disease symptoms. VAAST only uses the genomic data and assign multiple genes the same rank at the top of the order. For a fair comparison, the true gene was assigned the worst, average and best rank among similarly ranked peers. The three components of the bar reflect the performance across these scenarios.
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